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Watchdog throws 
lifeline to Britons 
drowning in debt
LONDON: British lenders will only be able suspend
credit cards if they can prove they have exhausted other
options to help customers stuck in debt, Britain’s finan-
cial watchdog said yesterday. Under rules introduced in
March 2018, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
forced credit card companies to help persistently
indebted customers repay what they owe and save up to
1.3 billion pounds ($1.70 billion) annually through lower
interest charges.

The banks and other lenders had to identify and write
to customers in difficulty. If the debt continued for 36
months, they had to act and ultimately could suspend
credit cards, with a first batch of suspensions possible this
month. The FCA said it was concerned some firms were
planning a blanket suspension of cards for all customers in
the persistent debt category. That could drive them to
desperate measures, such as resorting to loan sharks.

“When they (firms) choose to suspend or cancel a
customer’s access to credit, they must serve customers
with a notice giving reasons for this, and those reasons
must be objectively justified,” the FCA said in a letter on
Monday to credit card firms. “Where we identify poor
practice, we will take swift action to ensure customers
are being treated fairly and our rules are being fol-
lowed.” Customers may not be aware they could be
entitled to measures such as reduction, waiving or can-
cellation of interest and charges. Persistent debt is
defined as paying more in interest, fees and charges
over 18 months than the principal on the card.

The rules target some 1.6 million customers who are
making minimum payments and urge them to follow a
repayment plan for 3-4 years. They are a small portion
of Britain’s 30 million credit card-holders. StepChange,
a charity that helps people in debt, said between one
and two million people will shortly receive letters about
their debt under the FCA deadline. “The FCA is
unequivocal that firms should not cancel people’s cards
wholesale,” said Peter Tutton, head of policy at
StepChange. He welcomed the FCA’s telling firms to
include in their letters a reminder that options are avail-
able if people cannot afford suggested payments.

Rachel Springall, an analyst at Moneyfacts.co.uk,
said the FCA could have thrown struggling borrowers a
lifeline. “There may well be borrowers out there who are
keeping up with the minimum repayments but are
unable to pay more each month, and these borrowers
need support,” she said. But she said there was a risk
credit card firms could reduce the range of deals on
offer if they lose income from interest fees. UK Finance,
which represents banks, said it was important customers
do not ignore letters from their card provider. —Reuters

PEDRO JUAN CABALLERO: Luis Alves da Cruz awoke
around 3 am to a commotion in the Paraguayan prison he
called home. A small-time Brazilian drug smuggler, da Cruz
saw fellow inmates dressed head-to-toe in black. “We’re
breaking out,” one of them told him. “Are you coming?”
Within minutes, da Cruz was among 75 prisoners who fled
the facility in the early hours of Jan 19 in one of the most
audacious jailbreaks in Paraguay’s history.

The fugitives were members of the First Capital
Command, Brazil’s largest and most powerful gang, known
by its Portuguese acronym PCC. The escape underscores
the organization’s growing influence in Paraguay, whose
weak institutions have proven no match for the PCC and
other fast-growing Brazilian criminal syndicates that have set
up shop here.

Authorities at the prison in the city of Pedro Juan
Caballero near the Paraguay-Brazil border knew what the
PCC was planning, according to Paraguay’s Justice Minister
Cecilia Perez. Some were complicit, she said, while others
looked the other way out of fear of retribution. Thirty-two
prison officials, including the jail’s warden, are now under
arrest. “We’re facing a security crisis whose epicenter lies in
the prison system,” Perez said.

The Pedro Juan Caballero Regional Penitentiary did not
respond to a request for comment. Forty of the escapees,
including da Cruz, were Brazilians. So far, only 11 prisoners
have been recaptured. Da Cruz, was nabbed within days
near the Brazilian town of Dourados. Reuters obtained
exclusive access to the testimony he gave to Brazilian police.

Da Cruz, 30, told them that guards at the Paraguayan
lockup had helped facilitate the escape. He said he was

among those who fled through a fan-ventilated tunnel that
prisoners had dug with trowels and illuminated with light
bulbs tacked to the earthen walls with forks. The tight, mud-
dy passage started in a cell occupied by PCC members and
exited just beyond the jail’s exterior wall.

Senior prisoners didn’t bother getting dirty, da Cruz said in
his testimony; they simply walked out the front door. Other
recaptured prisoners gave similar accounts, Paraguayan police
say. “This (jailbreak) demonstrates
that the PCC does what it wants,
when it wants,” said Juan Martens,
an academic and security analyst
based in the capital Asuncion who
has studied the PCC’s role in
Paraguay. “The Paraguayan state
represents no obstacle to its
plans.” 

‘City of blood’
Sandwiched between Brazil,

Argentina and Bolivia, Paraguay
is one of the world’s top marijua-
na producers and a key trans-
shipment point for Andean cocaine. Paraguay is poor, with a
GDP per capita in line with that of Namibia. It is also riddled
with graft, trailing Venezuela as the second-most-corrupt
country in South America, according to Transparency
International’s 2019 Corruption Perceptions Index.

As a result, it has become an attractive operational base
for Brazilian gangs, including the Sao Paulo-based PCC, Rio
de Janeiro’s Red Command and a Porto Alegre syndicate with
the pugnacious moniker Bullet In The Face. Authorities say

Brazilian gangsters operate with near-impunity here, both
inside and outside prison. The PCC, for example, actively
“baptizes” non-affiliated prisoners into its ranks, according to
Gilberto Fleitas, the head of criminal investigations at
Paraguay’s National Police.

He estimated there are currently 500 PCC members in
Paraguay’s prisons, a figure that has doubled since last year
thanks to the gang’s aggressive recruiting. Fleitas’ colleague,

Ruben Paredes, believes that
number to be even higher, and
that around 10% of Paraguay’s
16,000 prisoners belong to
Brazilian gangs. Many more
operate beyond the jailhouse
walls, Paredes said, buying off
lawmakers and corrupt police.

“At least in prison they’re
contained,” said Paredes, investi-
gations chief of the National
Police in the densely populated
region that includes Asuncion.
“Outside, they do as they

please.” Dubbed the “city of blood,” Pedro Juan Caballero
has proven a particularly alluring outpost for Brazil’s drug
gangs, authorities said. The city blends almost imperceptibly
into the adjacent Brazilian municipality of Ponta Por?. Reuters
saw no police checkpoints or barriers separating the two
towns. People from both sides of the border cross with ease.

Small planes carrying Bolivian cocaine frequently touch
down on remote landing strips outside Pedro Juan Caballero,
Brazilian and Paraguayan authorities told Reuters. From

there, they said, the drugs move through southern Brazil and
on to Europe, where demand is booming. The fallout can be
seen in the rising body count in Pedro Juan Caballero as
gangs battle to control trafficking routes, authorities said.
Mayor Jose Carlos Acevedo said there were more than 150
homicides last year in the city of 120,000 people. He said
residents live in fear of the gangs, who have made a mockery
of the security apparatus.

“The police are completely corrupt,” Acevedo said. In a
Jan. 30 editorial, Paraguay’s most influential newspaper, ABC
Color, bemoaned the atmosphere, alleging it is the “golden
dream” of many cops to be transferred to Pedro Juan
Caballero because of the “illicit extra money” they can earn
aiding and abetting drug traffickers. The city’s police force,
which does not report to Acevedo, did not respond to
requests for comment.

Criminal history 
The criminal trajectory of da Cruz, the recaptured escapee,

highlights Paraguay’s challenge. Born in an isolated village in
northeastern Maranhao, Brazil’s poorest state, da Cruz told
police he moved to the western state of Mato Grosso when he
was 10 years old. In 2012, he went to jail for selling drugs, but
was freed under a day-release program in 2015. 

He didn’t hang around. Da Cruz said in his testimony that
he fled across the border to Pedro Juan Caballero, where he
was arrested on drug trafficking charges in 2016 and sent to
the city’s prison. Once inside, he opted for PCC baptism and
began handling administrative chores for the gang, he said in
his testimony. Da Cruz was a low-ranking prisoner, accord-
ing to a Brazilian cop who requested anonymity. —Reuters

Prison escape underscores the organization’s growing influence

Jailbreak in ‘city of blood’: Brazil
drug gangs overrun Paraguay

Don’t mention the 
word! But UK’s
Boris insists 
no ‘Brexit’ ban
LONDON: Prime Minister Boris Johnson
yesterday insisted that “Brexit” was not
banned, despite not mentioning the word
in a speech setting out Britain’s negotiat-
ing position with Brussels for trade talks.
Britain on Friday became the first coun-
try to leave the EU after 47 years of
membership, capping more than three
years of division and debate following a
landmark 2016 referendum. But the word
was noticeably absent from his speech at
the Old Royal Naval College in
Greenwich, south London, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site of the country’s sea-

faring past and former glories.
“Brexit” was named word of the year

by dictionary publisher Collins in 2016,
as usage surged by more than 3,400
percent before, during and after the ref-
erendum nearly four years ago. Collins
described it as “arguably politics’ most
important contribution to the English
language... since the Watergate scandal
gave commentators and comedians the
suffix ‘-gate’.”

Johnson also campaigned on the slogan
“Get Brexit Done” at the last election in
December, where he won a sizeable
majority enabling him to push his divorce
deal with Brussels through parliament. But
asked why he had not used it during his
speech — apart from a fleeting mention of
“the B-word”, he told reporters: “It’s not
banned... “It’s like the glorious revolution
that preceded and events chronicled
behind us. It’s gone... It’s receding behind
us in history and that’s the approach we
should take to it.” —AFP

LONDON: Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson reacts as he delivers a speech
at the Old Royal Naval College in Greenwich, south east London yesterday. —AFP

Barnier and 
Boris Johnson 
clash over post
Brexit ties
BRUSSELS: The EU and Britain open hostili-
ties in Brexit’s next bruising chapter yester-
day, laying down red lines for a post-divorce
future following the UK’s dramatic exit from
the bloc. Europe’s chief negotiator Michel
Barnier will formally announce his ideas for
new ties in Brussels, with trade the most
pressing issue, while Johnson will firmly make
his case in a speech in London. According to
the prime minister’s office, Johnson will come
out swinging against the EU, saying that
Britain has no more reason to meet EU stan-
dards than the EU has to meet British ones.

“There is no need for a free trade agree-
ment to involve accepting EU rules on com-
petition policy, subsidies, social protection,
the environment, or anything similar,” Johnson
will say, according to Downing Street. “The
UK will maintain the highest standards in
these areas - better, in many respects, than
those of the EU - without the compulsion of a
treaty and it is vital to stress this now.” There
will be just 11 months to reconcile the collid-
ing visions of EU-UK relations with Johnson
flatly refusing to extend the negotiating peri-

od beyond the end of this year.
Until then, Britain has agreed to abide by

the rules of EU membership, but failing a
deal, the two sides would resort to the most
basic of relationships with border checks and
high tariffs causing big shocks to the cross-
channel economy. Johnson, a polarizing fig-
ure accused of glossing over the complexity
of leaving the EU, is in a rush to seal an
agreement and deliver the “independence”
promised by Brexiteers, following Britain’s
exit on January 31. This would also open the
way for Britain to seal more ambitious trade
deals across the globe, most notably with the
United States.

Britain is ‘better’ 
Brussels has repeatedly warned Britain

that the depth of future trade ties will depend
on how closely London adheres to EU stan-
dards — what is known as maintaining the
level playing field. “There will be two condi-
tions which will be very clear in this trade
agreement,” Barnier told French broadcaster
LCI on Sunday.

“We want an agreement on fisheries,
which will be difficult... and at the same time,
we want an agreement on the level playing
field,” he said. “Not everything will be done
in 10 months. We’ll do the maximum,” he
added on French radio yesterday. Britain has
asked for the EU’s trade deal with Canada to
be used as a model, which Europeans con-
sider acceptable on tariffs and quotas, but
too weak on provisions to guarantee fair
trade. 

‘Nationalistic rhetoric’ 
In a sign of the fraught nature of the high-

stakes talks, Irish Prime Minister Leo
Varadkar urged London on Sunday to “tone
down” what he called “nationalistic rhetoric”.
Britain should avoid repeating the past mis-
take of insisting on “rigid red lines” which
“makes it hard to come to an agreement”, he
said. Barnier’s negotiating mandate will be
discussed and approved by the EU’s 27 mem-
ber states later this month with direct trade
talks with London to begin in early March.

Fishing access for European boats in
British waters will be a key issue to solve,
even though both parties have promised to
reach an agreement before July 1. Fishermen
from eight member states, in particular
France and Denmark, are heavily dependent
on British waters that account for 30 percent
of sales of French fishing crews. Yet, “it so
happens that the United Kingdom exports
75 percent of its fishing production to the
European Union”, Foreign Minister Jean-
Yves Le Drian told French media. —AFP

BRUSSELS: EU Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier gestures during a press confer-
ence on negotiations with UK yesterday. —AFP

Residents 
live in fear 

of the gangs

Why Iowa? How 
a little rural state 
picks nominees
WASHINGTON: Utilizing a complicated in-person caucus
system, the first contest in the Democratic presidential pri-
mary will take place in Iowa yesterday. Iowans do not use
paper ballots, but instead hold meetings across the state to
pick their choice for president. There are 11 Democrats run-
ning for their party’s nomination to challenge Republican
President Donald Trump in the November election. Up for
grabs will be 41 delegates to the Democratic National
Convention, where a candidate will need to secure 1,991 dele-
gates to become the party’s nominee.

How does the process work?
Instead of heading to a polling site to cast their ballots,

Iowans conduct a series of caucus meetings across the state,
gathering in school cafeterias, community centers and private
living rooms to tally who they think should be their party’s nom-
inee. In total, Iowans hold more than 1,600 caucus meetings.

The results are sent to the state party, which then calculates
how many delegates each presidential candidate receives. In
each caucus, voters will divide themselves up and stand with
others who are supporting the same candidate. If there are
enough like-minded voters, then their candidate gets a delegate,
referred to as being “viable.”

However, voters who pick a candidate who does not have
enough support - often at least 15% of those attending the
caucus - will be forced to make a second choice. They will
have three options: back a candidate who is already viable,
combine forces with the supporters of another unviable candi-
date and make them viable, or leave. This process is known as
“realignment.” The meetings are held at the same time and are
scheduled to begin at 8 pm ET on today.

Why second choices matter
Which candidate is a voter’s second-choice preference

can play a big role in the outcome. Currently, most opinion
polls show only four candidates-former Vice President Joe
Biden, former South Bend, Indiana Mayor Pete Buttigieg and
US Senators Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren-register-
ing above 15% in Iowa. Since a candidate must have at least
15% of the support of those in attendance in any given
precinct in order to remain “viable,” supporters of other can-
didates will be forced to realign or pick someone else.
Collectively, the four front-runners’ supporters make up just

above 70% of the electorate, according to national polling
average. That leaves about 30% of voters who could be
forced to pick their second choice among those four candi-
dates - a large number that could tip one of the front-runners
ahead of their rivals. For example, if US Senator Amy
Klobuchar is unlikely to reach viability in most precincts, are
her supporters more inclined to back another woman, like
Warren, or a candidate closely aligned with her ideology, like
Biden or Buttigieg?

What is different this year?
The state party is changing the way that results are report-

ed this year, after complaints from supporters of Sanders in
2016 who narrowly lost Iowa to Hillary Clinton, the eventual
Democratic nominee. Previously, Iowa Democratic officials
only made public the final results of the caucus, or how much
support each candidate after realignment had forced people to
make their second choice.

In 2016, Sanders supporters argued that on the first count
he had more support than Clinton. But that after realignment,
when most supporters of former Maryland Governor Martin
O’Malley were forced to make a second choice, then Clinton
had more support. To mollify that complaint, this year Iowa
Democrats will make public both counts-how voters align on
their first choice and then the results after supporters of unvi-
able candidates make a second choice. —Reuters

MUSCATINE: Latinx, a Latin American community outreach
organization, and Bernie organizers Candy Alfaro (left) and
Carlos Rojas (2nd right) talk with volunteer Jose Garza (right) as
they ready themselves for canvassing for Democratic
Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders in Muscatine, Iowa. —AFP 


